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☐ Conference Committee 

 

Committee Clerk: Justin Velez 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to the interstate medical licensure compact. 
 

Minutes:                                                 Written testimony #1 Andrew Askew 
Written testimony # 2 John L. MacMartin 

 
Vice Chairman O. Larsen: Opens the hearing for SB 2173 
 
Madam Chair Lee: Introduces SB 2173 and gives a brief description (:27-51)  
 
(01:15-1:54) Andrew Askew, on behalf of Essentia Health. Testifying in favor for SB 2173. 
Please see Attachment #1 for testimony.  
 
(02:28-06:33) John L. MacMartin, President of the Minot Area Chamber of Commerce. 
Testifying in favor of SB 2173. Please see Attachment #2 for testimony.  
 
Madam Chair Lee: Model legislation for ABA’s has been introduced in a bill so that we might 
be in parallel with other states who are adopting this newly provided model legislation which 
I think will also enhance our ability to have some additional workforce and reciprocity in tele-
health. That is encouraging too. 
 
Mr. John L. MacMartin: I think the base military sees this as an opportunity for tele-health 
in conjunction with the local provider.  
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☐ Subcommittee 
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Committee Clerk: Justin Velez 

 

Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to the interstate medical licensure compact 
 

Minutes:                                                 Written attachment #1 Courtney Koebele p.1-3 
Written attachment #2 Tim Blasl 

 
Madam Chair Lee: Opens the continuation hearing on SB 2173.  
 
(00:00-05:28) Courtney Koebele, representing the North Dakota Medical Association. 
Testifying in favor of SB 2173. Please see Attachment #1 for testimony. 
 
(05:35-8:29) Tim Blasl, President of the North Dakota Hospital Association. Testifying in 
favor of SB 2173. Please see Attachment #2 for testimony.  
 
Senator Anderson: You and Courtney are confusing me a little bit. She just told us that 
making a plain application fee to apply to the compact for multiple licensures. Then when you 
get to the state you have to pay the license fee in each one of those states. Your testimony 
gives the impression that is not true. I think I used to be confused about the nurses too until 
they told me that they have to pay the license fee in the different states even though it might 
be easier to move there. Then just check the box and say I want a license there. But still 
when you’re in ND physician and goes to Minnesota they still have to pay the Minnesota fee, 
am I not correct?   
 
Mr. Time Blasl: I am sort of defer to Courtney on this question. 
 
(09:30) Ms. Courtney Koebele: It is my understanding that yes they pay their license fee in 
each state. I was listening but kind of not listening as close as I should’ve maybe to Tim’s 
testimony. Do you want to point out where it was confusing to you? 
 
Senator Anderson: I think on the bottom of the second paragraph, where physicians care 
for patients located in a particular state without having to obtain additional licenses. And they 
do obtain additional licenses, they have to pay for it. 
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Ms. Courtney Koebele: I think maybe there is a misunderstanding when they were writing 
up their testimony. They do receive licenses in each state and Bonnie Storbaken from the 
medical board is here to, but they do pay the license fee and have that license in each state. 
 
Senator Hogan: How is the compact funded, is it just on fees or who pays for the running of 
the compact?  
 
Ms. Courtney Koebele: They pay a $700.00-dollar fee to initially apply. This is on top of all 
the other fees from each of the states. They did receive a grant to start up, but they are 
operating fully on fees now and they are moving forward. It’s their intention to operate solely 
on those fees.  
 
Senator Anderson: I just didn’t want Tim’s membership to think that they weren’t going to 
have to pay that $700 and their license fee as well. 
 
Ms. Courtney Koebele: That is a good point. What this mainly saves is the time spent by 
the people processing it.   
 
(11:50-12:43) Ms. Bonnie Storbaken: Board of Medicine, I just want to stand in support of 
the compact licensing bill. I would stand for any questions. 
 
Senator K. Roers: I just want to make a point of clarification from something Senator 
Anderson said.  It appears to me that this is actually different from the nursing license 
compact because I do not receive an additional license in SD. My compact license allows me 
to practice in South Dakota. I don’t actually have to get a South Dakota license. I don’t 
actually have to get a SD license. So this one does function differently.  
 
Madam Chair Lee: DO PASS, moved by Senator Roers; seconded by Senator Larsen.  
 
6 YEA, 0 NAY, 0 ABSENT 
MOTION CARRIES DO PASS 
 
Senator Roers will carry SB 2173 to the floor. 
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Committee Clerk:  Nicole Klaman by Caitlin Fleck       

 

 Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 
 

  Relating to the interstate medical licensure compact. 
 

Minutes:                                                 A,B,C,D 

 
Chairman Weisz: Opened the hearing on SB 2173.  
 
Senator J. Lee: You may recall that we did talk about this medical compact and there were 
a couple of provisions that the medical board didn’t’ feel comfortable with. Since then, the 
issues have been resolved and the board of medicine is in support of this bill. I think that this 
bill will allow us to have some reciprocity, and it will allow for easier treatment within the 
states. This is the first version as it comes to you, and if you see anything different I 
encourage you to visit with the folks around here.  
 
Rep Rohr: What was the genesis of this bill?  
 
Senator J. Lee: I don’t recall which individual, but somebody in the profession involved with 
licensure asked me to try again.  
 
4.23 Courtney Koebele, ND Medical Association: (see attachment A)  
 
Rep Rohr: Would this decrease the number of locums and cost eventually?  
 
Ms. Koebele: I don’t know if it would reduce the number of locums, but I think that the locums 
companies are interested in this concept.  
 
8.42 Marschall Smith, Executive Director for the Interstate Medical Licensure Compact 
Commission: (see attachment B)  
 
Chairman Weisz: So if you receive a license as part of this compact and then you move to 
ND, would anything change?  
 
Mr. Smith: The license that is received through the compact is a real license.  
 
Chairman Weisz: So I wouldn’t have to change my license depending on where I move?  
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Mr. Smith: The physician would have to obtain a state of principle license and then when 
they move they would have to change that.  
 
Rep Rohr: What would happen if a physician were to require discipline?  
 
Mr. Smith: There is a process to deliver disciplinary information. It is highly confidential. If a 
physician were to have an investigation done on them, then all the states that the physician 
has a license in would be notified. If disciplinary action has been taken in the states of 
principle license, then the action would be the same throughout the other states. If not, then 
each individual state can decide what to do for the physician. 
 
Rep Westlind: Would having to retest, and then failing be inhibited by this process?  
 
Mr. Smith: Members of the compact have agreed that a physician must meet the 9 standards 
on page 6 of attachment B. They would no longer meet the eligibility criteria in that situation, 
and then they cannot renew it.  
 
Rep Westlind: The physician I am talking about had a 20 year medical record, but when he 
came to ND he had to retest, and then he failed. Would this eliminate that process?  
 
Mr. Smith: Yes, but the medical board would have authority over the practice of medicine.  
 
Rep Porter: On page 18 of the bill, line 24, specifically going down to line 27 and 28, how 
does that work?  
 
Mr. Smith: This is the provision that does say that if your laws conflict with the compact, you 
must be issued the license because you are a member of the compact. The compact does 
not have language about the practice of medicine, we have language about the licensure of 
the physician. If there is a conflict between the compact process and the state licensure 
process, the compact would override.  
 
Rep Porter: If I’m a physician and the board of medical examiners, I would have to be 
certified in internal medicine to practice in ND, and then I go to MN to get a license because 
they don’t have the same requirements as ND does. Can I then come back and practice in 
ND? 
 
Mr. Smith: Yes. If a physician meets the eligibility requirements and has paid the fees, then 
the compact has to issue the license.  
 
Rep Porter: Wouldn’t in those situations then, wouldn’t it allow physicians to not get 
residence in ND, stay in a state that doesn’t require ongoing board certification, work in ND, 
but if they lived here they wouldn’t be able to work here.  
 
Mr. Smith: I’m struggling with that.  
 
Rep Porter: Do all states in this compact require that a physician maintain their board 
certification?  
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Mr. Smith: No, every state has its own criteria.  
 
Rep Porter: When I come to ND with a  compact license, do I also need to check in with the 
board of medical examiners and get another license to practice in ND?  
 
Mr. Smith: No, a full license is issued.  
 
Rep Porter: If I am living in SD and I have a compact license and I want to come to ND and 
work. Do I need to notify anyone that I am coming in ND to work?  
 
Mr. Smith: That is how our compact process is different. (see attachment B pages 14-17) 
 
Rep Porter: So then that person has an unrestricted license to practice in ND. At the time 
they received the license, they were certified in internal medicine. They then decide to not be 
certified anymore, do they lose their ND license?  
 
Mr. Smith: If a physician were to fail to maintain the board certification, then they would be 
treated as any other physician in the state that has failed their board certification.  
 
Chairman Weisz: Based on those questions, I could receive my license in ND, and the day 
after I get it I could be in noncompliance with the state of ND. Correct?  
 
Mr. Smith: Yes.  
 
Chairman Weisz: So I could have my license, but I wouldn’t be able to practice in ND until 
I am current with my board certification?  
 
Mr. Smith: Yes, it really is no different than receiving a license in the regular way.  
 
Rep Porter: I am still leery about lines 27 and 28 on page 18, it’s not some laws, it’s all laws 
that are in conflict with the compact, and the compact could change based on the board doing 
the compact.   
 
Mr. Smith: Each member board has to 2 members in the compact and then they decide on 
the rules. Each state is not giving up its rights as a governing body.  
 
Rep Skroch: Is the membership fee a onetime fee?  
 
Mr. Smith: Yes. There are fees that are charged to the physician that he pays to be a part of 
the compact. $400 of that goes to the compact and the rest goes to different requirements 
that the physician has within the applications.  
 
Rep Skroch: (see attachment B page 9) As this expands, what happens to those dollars?  
 
Mr. Smith: These are the fees that are earned by our member boards.  
 
Rep Tveit: Who is responsible in totality for disciplinary actions?  
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Mr. Smith: Each member board is responsible for the regulation of the license they issued, 
and the disciplinary action that they decide to take. The compact acts as a way to give 
information throughout those states.  
 
Rep Devlin: The withdrawal process unfairly treats states that meet every other year. There 
will be a minimum of 1 year for our state to withdraw them the compact.  
 
Mr. Smith: At this point, withdrawal does require the action of the legislature, and the statute 
requires that. The states are trying to get in, not get out though.  
 
47.19 Melissa Hower, General Counsel for the ND Hospital Association: Here to 
introduce one of the members.  
 
Reed Reyman, President of CHI St. Alexius Health-Dickinson: (see attachment C)  
 
Rep Porter: In the fifth paragraph and your example of the 2 physicians that were denied 
licensure. Would they have been licensed or not because they didn’t meet the requirement?  
 
Mr. Reyman: One of them would have and one of them wouldn’t have. We got so far into 
the process and wasted the resources on that one that couldn’t.  
 
Rep Porter: Explain the one that couldn’t get the license?  
 
Mr. Reyman: One of them had failed the licensing test 4 times, but the other would have 
made it through. They would have had to go to a certain medical school, and that would have 
been the deciding factor for that other one.  
 
Rep Schneider: This committee has concerns about compacts, what are some of the 
consequences if we do not pass this?  
 
Mr. Reyman: The amount of time that it takes. This would expedite the process. I have seen 
it in recruitment and tenants.  
 
57.16 John McMartin, President of the Minot area Chamber of Commerce: I’m here in 
support of SB2173. It is of importance to the military in ND. Specifically if you are talking to 
folks of the military, they recruit the member and they retain the family. If the family has a 
hard time receiving resources or services, then there is a chance of not reenlisting. The 
military dependents are covered by Tricare and that application of telehealth is not extended 
to the dependents. There are certain medical fields where the wait time is 8-9 weeks to just 
get the preliminary visit. Last year, about 532 people were scheduled to move to the Minot 
Air Force base were not allowed dot move here. Of that 140 of those families were not 
allowed to move because of the inability of getting direct medical services for their 
dependents. That impacts the soldiers in their ability to provide personnel to support specific 
mission sets that are only available in ND or other certain areas. This bill would help the 
dependents and the military in getting the health care that they need.  
 
1.03.30 Gabriela Balf-Soran, ND Psychiatric Society: We are in support of SB2173. In 
terms of physician point, people do not make decisions practically. We need to pay 
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attention to the business side of that as well. We physicians have a hard life, and if this bill 
would allow obtaining a license easier, then we may be more apt to come to ND. 
Residencies are in high demand. It is hard to get into a residency, and people will try to get 
anywhere. UND is a fair school, and we don’t just take someone that is from ND. We are 
trying to make it easier for the individuals to come back. As the president of the psychiatric 
society, being in this compact would allow us to more easily collaborate information among 
the states. I also think that it would be more inviting for people to come and practice in the 
state.  
 
Rep Rohr: Could you talk about the telehealth issue?  
 
Mr. Smith: Telemedicine physicians use the compact because of the requirement that you 
must be licensed where the patient is located. This is an expedited way where they can obtain 
that license in ND and the practice. There are no differences in the specificities.  
 
Rep Rohr: There aren’t any barriers for telemedicine and being in the compact?  
 
Mr. Smith: Correct.  
 
Chairman Weisz: On page 12 of the bill, who pays the levy?  
 
Mr. Smith: That is a provision that is authorized and the commissioners would have to 
approve that request. They would then levy that to each state. So far the commissioners 
have decided that they will not be levying to each state. All of our member boards live in a 
similar environment to the ND medical board. They understand that the commissioners 
should be in each state. They know that they can’t walk in and ask for the money to be in the 
compact. There would be a majority vote to assess how they would do those fees.  
 
Chairman Weisz: To be clear, the fees would be assessed to each member board or would 
it require the state to authorize dollars for the assessment?  
 
Mr. Smith: It would depend on how the fiscal process works in your state.  
 
Rep Porter: Going back to the overriding factors inside of the rules of the state, then wouldn’t 
this override?  
 
Mr. Smith: You cannot change the provision of the compact statute.  
 
Rep Porter: If we change that the assessment is the responsibility of the board of medical 
examiners, this would get this compact rejected?  
 
Mr. Smith: Yes, or all of the other member boards would have to pass that as well.  
 
Rep Porter: Part of your response brings up part of the problem. We can’t as an assembly 
obligate another legislative assembly. We can’t future obligate the ND legislative assembly 
into future situations. This would then say that the state is responsible, and you are asking 
the legislative assembly put a future responsibility to this compact that could be in conflict of 
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our constitution. It also comes back that do we make the change that we are obligated to 
make and then send back an amended compact to you for rejection?  
 
Mr. Smith: I don’t know the legal aspects of that. It is constitutional to enact this compact. 
While I believe the compact is an good idea, but it is your decision and commitment to join 
the compact. Alterations to the compact statute wouldn’t allow you to join the compact.  
 
Chairman Weisz: How would that language put us in noncompliance if we say that the board 
would collect those fees? Why would changing our bill and compact affect any other state’s 
compacts? 
 
Mr. Smith: The requirement is that the compact be passed as written. It is sounding like you 
want to change language for clarification, and that is permitted. It is no permitted to change 
the substance of the compact.  
 
Rep Skroch: Part of the funding conversation that we had earlier it was stated that the grants 
were coming to an end, and that you didn’t anticipate that there wouldn’t be any levying for 
at least a year, but that it is a goal for this organization to be a self-sustaining organization. I 
would be concerned that if there is a levy, who do we levy against in our state?  
 
Mr. Smith: We do the budgets for one year. In anticipation of the grant ending, the 
commissioner made a reserve of some funds, and we will have those for the coming year. If 
we didn’t bring any more money, the commission has sufficient funds to run for 3-5 years.  
 
Rep Tveit: Looking on page 4 of attachment B, there has been some exception to the state 
of MN on the state of principle license?  
 
Mr. Smith: MN doesn’t have the authority to pull a criminal background check, and because 
of that they cannot be a state of principle license.  
 
Rep Tveit: If we wanted to block out that line of payment, we could be a licensing state only?  
 
Mr. Smith: No you would need to pass the compact as is.  
 
Meeting closed.  
 
Attachment D was emailed to Seth O’Neil, Legislative Intern by Andrew Askew for 
Essentia Health.  
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Explanation or reason for introduction of bill/resolution: 

 
Relating to the interstate medical licensure compact. 
 

Minutes:                                                  

 
Chairman Weisz:  Opened the hearing on SB 2173.  I owe the board an apology since 
they had to be somewhere else and stating their support for the bill.  I had received an 
email and did not see it but Bonnie Storbakken from North Dakota Board of Medicine is 
here now if you want to ask her any questions.  
 
Rep. Porter:  On Page 12 of the bill.  We had a discussion about this and I think we had a 
partial resolution.  Is it your thought, inside of this, that wherever it says each member state 
that it’s really the board of medical examiners that is responsible for paying these items or is 
this a general fund obligation of the state of North Dakota? 
 
Bonnie Storbakken:  That was not a discussion our board had.  I wouldn’t imagine our board 
would have any issues with it coming back to the board for those fees and fines.  It would be 
members of our board that would be serving on the commission that would be assessing 
those fees and fines.  
 
Rep. Skroch:  My question if someone wants to leave the compact, are you aware of any 
situations that have happened and how difficult is it then for them to get out of that 
agreement? 
 
Bonnie Storbakken:  I have not heard of anyone wanting to leave. The compact is fairly 
new.  It did come to this body last session but it was defeated.  Last session our board was 
not supportive of the compact simply because it was so new.  It wasn’t really up and running 
and issuing licenses at the time. Since then, we feel our questions and concerns were 
answered but I haven’t heard of anyone leaving the compact.  
 
Chairman Weisz: Can you clarify, if that physician meets the requirements they will be 
issued a license by you.  The question is what control does the board have over that licensure 
in the future?  If you gave the license today you could suspend the license tomorrow if they 
are not meeting the requirements.  There were some questions on what role the board 
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played. Does the board still have the same authority and control even though that issuing the 
license is part of the compact if they meet the specific criteria? 
 
Bonnie Storbakken:  Correct, once that license would be issued, they would still follow all 
the requirements of the Medical Practices Act.  If they violate, we can still take action and 
discipline. 
 
Rep. Rohr:  Is this time sensitive information then, is there a deadline on this? 
 
Bonnie Storbakken:  Yes, this is how we would structure it moving forward.  We haven’t 
done it that way as we are not operating currently under the compact.  If there is a question 
on a license renewal that there is a violation of sort and we needed information on that.  That 
license could be held for a certain period of time while we are waiting for that information.  
We don’t have to automatically renew that while we provide them notice of what is needed.   
 
Rep. Bill Tveit:  Hypothetically, Courtney visited with me earlier and indicated this would be 
good for North Dakota.  On the other side of that issue by compacting licensing them would 
there be any fear of out migration?  (0:8:35) 
 
Bonnie Storbakken:  I think there was initial concern of that.  But in the information I get 
from the compact commission there are already folks calling the compact commission and 
inquiring if North Dakota is part of the deal yet because they would like to add them to our 
list of licenses.  I am not so concerned about out migration when you look at our number of 
licensees are just under 4000 and much of them are out of state.   
 
Chairman Weisz: What is the ratio of how many are out of state?  
 
Bonnie Storbakken:  It’s a little over half, I believe. 
 
Rep. Skroch:  My question is about the revenues that are available to the compact and the 
ability to assess fees to members.  In discussion we talked about a Federal grant ending in 
2020 and there would be carry over for a time.   Mr. Smith who spoke in support of this was 
saying they felt they would be okay for at least a year?  How stable will this remain or are the 
doctors going to have to pay substantial fees to remain part of that compact? 
 
Bonnie Storbakken:  That has not been a major discussion with our board.  One of the 
things in the way it is structured is any applicant must qualify, no record blemishes.  They are 
paying the compact fee and all fees per state of licensure.  Those fees that the licensees are 
paying directly to the compact whether it be on an initial application or a renewal is what the 
compact then utilizes to run itself.  I had not heard prior to now that they are thinking they are 
good for a year and then I hope there is no concern.  The way the compact commission is 
member states have appointees on this commission.  If there were fees that were paid by 
the state, then that would come out in a decision by the commission.  They would have to 
agree that everyone would be accessed a certain amount.  I know it was a major concern 
when the compacts first came out the states were worried about losing their fees to run their 
own board.  The way it was structured was to supposed to maintain both the compact as well 
as the states maintaining their own board. (012:26)     
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Chairman Weisz:  When they stated 1 year on the grant. That was money put away 
specifically because of excess revenue.  When you look at their financial statement they are 
generating more money than required to operate for a year under the current process. 
Granted there could be issues that come up. There are a couple ways of dealing with this.  
The issue of the assessment of the fees.  We did get a response back that said we can put 
it within this compact and it wouldn’t be an issue, or we could put it in the Medical Practice 
Act and not deal with it in this section. 
 
Rep. Porter:  It’s going to be in Section 2 of this bill. 
 
Chairman Weisz: I believe it’ll be cleaner to put it in the Medical Practice Act as far as not 
confusing the compact. 
  
Rep. Porter:   I make a motion to amend   SB 2173 and add section 2 that states “the 
board of medicine in section 43-17 is responsible for any assessments inside article 8 
subsection 1”.  
 
Rep. D. Anderson:  Seconded.  
 
Chairman Weisz:  Basically we are saying article 8 subsection 1 does rest on the board of 
Medicine.  The state won’t be liable.  We will make sure the language will be right.  Any 
discussion.  Seeing none.   
 
Voice vote taken:   Motion carried to amend SB 2173. 
 
Chairman Weisz:  Any further amendments or discussion?  Seeing none what is the 
committee’s wishes?  
 
Rep. Tveit:  I move a Do Pass as amended on SB 2173.   
 
Rep. Schneider:  Seconded.  
 
Chairman Weisz:  Any further discussion?  Seeing none. 
 
Roll call vote:   Yes:    13     No:    1    Absent:   0.    Motion carries on a Do Pass as amended 
on SB 2173. 
 
Rep. Porter:  Will carry the bill. 
 
Hearing closed.  
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